English Quiz

1 She said she would come ______ and
visit today.
A- for
B- over
C- through

2

She said she would come ______ and
visit today.
A- will
B- would
C- won’t
D- didn’t

3 The burglar broke ______ the house and
stole all their money and jewelry.
A- away
B- into
C- forth

4

Don’t you think we should go ______
our plans again?
A- down
B- through
C- on

5 Find the synonym of the following word.
(Use up)
A- consume
B- stack
C- draw up
D- put by

6

I have two boys, but ______ of them
likes pop music.
A- either
B- both
C- neither
D- none

7 They ______ us just because we’re poor.
A- look down at
B- look down for
C- look down on
D- look down over

8

I have ---- patience than Ted.
A- fewer
B- less

9 What do you think would be the _____ of
this ring, if I were to sell it?
A- worth
B- value
C- cost
D- good
E- importance
10

This blue door was ________ painted green.
A- lastly
B- before
C- firstly
D- originally

11

A popular method of treating frozen fingers and toes in
very cold, even freezing weather is to slowly rewarm them
or rub them with snow. The best treatment, however, is
not slow rewarming but rapid rewarming. Putting the
frozen fingers or toes in a warm bath or using a hot water
bottle are both good ways to treat them. Hot drinks to
warm the body from within are also helpful. One must be
careful about burning the skin, however. The temperature
of any heat applied should not be greater than 43 C.
The main concern of the passage is _____.
A- why frozen fingers and toes should be slowly rewarmed.
B- how to keep adequately warm in the winter.
C- how to treat fingers and toes that have been frozen.
D- the dangers of freezing weather for the body.
E- why one should have plenty of hot drinks in winter.

12

Science has made great ________ during the
past 30 years.
A- increases
B- motions
C- advances
D- advantages
E- opportunities

13

He ______ a cold for the last three days.
A- is fighting off
B- will have fought off
C- has been fighting off
D- was fighting off

14

Science has made great ________ during the
past 30 years.
A- increases
B- motions
C- advances
D- advantages
E- opportunities

15

He ______ a cold for the last three days.
A- is fighting off
B- will have fought off
C- has been fighting off
D- was fighting off

16

Tom: How long have you been living in London?
Bob: _____.
Tom: No wonder, London is one of the beautiful cities of the
world.

A- I stay 2 months.
B- For eight months and I like it very much.
C- I don't know.
D- I was 2 months ago.
E- One day.
17

Find the synonym of the following words written in capitals.
(There was something CRUEL in his voice.)

A- strange
B- severe
C- funny
D- fresh

18

The famous Tower of London was built as a fortress by
William the Conqueror. Early in the Middle Ages the kings
used it as a palace; later on it was turned into a prison, but
only distinguished prisoners, including statesmen and
princes, were held there. Today the Tower is a national
museum, where, among other things, the jewelry of the
English kings and queens is on display.
It is obvious from the passage that the functions of the
Tower of London _____.
A- were all established by William the Conqueror.
B- have always been controlled by the kings.
C- have varied greatly over the centuries.
D- are all of a military nature.
E- have not changed at all since the Middle Ages.

19

After a week camping, all our food supplies
gave ______.
A- down
B- out
C- in

20

Vivian expected Craig to sob uncontrollably
when she broke up with him; however, Craig(
kept a stiff upper lip).
A- Craig cried even more than Vivian had expected.
B- Craig cried about as much as Vivian had expected.
C- Craig cried a little less than Vivian had expected.
D- Craig did not cry.
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